
Subject: Evaluation Concluded
Posted by RenGuardIsCrap on Wed, 10 Jan 2007 00:52:28 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Link to topic: Click Here to read the original topic.

Ok, well, I am quite sorry for all of you who really got into bashing me, but I had to do this.  This
was actually a small experiment of mine to see what would happen when I posted my story on the
forums under a different name and I.P. and what others would say.

Well here's my conclusion:

Many of the people here need to reread their posts.  Most of them accomplished only the
objective of trying to flame the person that posted.

A couple took a quote, out of context, and flamed the posted on just that quote without taking into
account anything else.

What bothered me the most, was that Alex, Light, and Blazer....3 posters out of 11, actually tried
to help the person that posted.  Unfortunately, Alex then went on to bash the topic starter in a later
post.

Well, it's sad to say but you guys seriously need to work on 3 things.  The way you handle clearly
frustrated people (they usually are just to mad to think), thinking before you post, and not flaming
(seriously...flaming is retarded and it hurts people feelings.)

Oh and, that story in the first post was made up.  I used the views of a guy who was flaming RG
on a gamespy channel.  But really, RG doesn't work for me.  Plus I've only been forcereg'd on 1
serv cause I kill the host 4 times in a row -.-"....and really, take my advice into consideration, this
goes for everyone who reads this topic.  This account will go inactive after this post...

Edit: Oh, and I do think RenGuard is a very good Anti-Cheat program for being made by just a
group of fans.  We appreciate your work and hope to see what you can accomplish in the future.
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